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CHARTING SUCCESS
Classroom and Online dual coaching ensures
better success for Bank PO/Clerical and
other job entrance exams

I

n India, on an average 2.5 to 3 crore candidates appear for
various Job entrance exams like Bank P.O., Bank Clerical,
Railways, MPSC, UPSC and many other exams every year
for vacancies available in various sectors. Jobs in government
sector are highly popular because of the security of job
associated with them, where people employed have an
opportunity for steady career growth and honour. Nowadays,
along with government sectors, private sector companies also
conduct their own entrance exams to recruit people. Different
Jobs from different sectors require specific skill sets. Each Job
Entrance Exam has different rating or evaluation criteria.
Hence, it becomes necessary for a job aspirant to prepare with
focus on a specific job entrance exam to achieve better
success.
Understanding this need of job exam preparation program,
Jaro Education has developed ‘Route2Jobs’,which provides
online coaching for various job entrance exams like Bank
P.O./Clerical, LIC/GIC, Railways, MPSC, and other exams
along with adequate career opportunity guidance.
Route2Jobs offers:



Classroom & also Online Lectures, Practice Tests &
Model tests for sure success




Summarized study material (e-content)






Avoid late evening classes: Women in rural areas
can study from home
Self-paced learning module: You can set your own
speed for studies.
Pause allowed: For unavoidable interruptions, you
can pause the lecture or test.
Tricks and easy ways out: Provided for all topics
for better speed & easy remembering

Are you trying to replace traditional coaching classes?
No. We are supplementing classroom coaching through our
online lectures & tests for 100% success.
For eg. A student undergoing normal coaching class cannot
attend the lectures or tests multiple times for revision because
in a coacing class once a lecture is over, it’s over forever.
There is no chance for re-attending it whereas with
Route2Jobs, you can re-attend online lectures as well as
practice tests on three occasions.
Are your fees economical?

Why is Route2Jobs better than any other test-prep
classes?

Yes. Our fee is very economical. We don’t just stop at online,
but also have the availability of a classroom facility for further
benefit of the students, at just Rs.4900. However, if a student
enrolls to any other classroom coaching and wants only our
online coaching, he can get this support at a very nominal rate
of Rs. 2900.

Route2Jobs ensures better success than any other test-prep
classes because:

Can a student attend free session to understand the
quality of lectures and tests?






Online GD/Personal Interview sessions

Better Learning & Revision: Every lecture can be
attended multiple times for better understanding and
learning. Even one day prior to exam a student can
re-attend the required lectures.
Achieve 100% success: By attending online
lectures, Practice Tests & Model tests multiple times
Time saving: You can learn from home or college or
anywhere at your own convenient time.

Yes. Free demo-lecture & tests are provided on the website
which can be attended to understand the quality of coaching.
Contact: Route2Jobs
Mumbai - (O) 022 – 61549700,
M- 9930363982
URL: www.route2jobs.org

